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Abstract: Definition of the concept of information in Shannon terms for functions, an 
interpretation for equations with multiple solutions and some reflections on the 
information in recursion, in recursive functions and on computational complexity.   
Concept of information in functions 
 In a similar way that used to describe information in communications as a stream of 
symbols passing through a transmission line, information can be defined in functions as the 
values that are mapped through it to the image of the function. The mapping and values in 
the function domain that are mapped are the function information. In Shannon's 
information theory each informational event has its probability of appearing, for example, 
symbols in a message2 and the entropy of the information is related to this probability of the 
symbols in the message. In functions you can be done something very similar, you can be 
defined the informational event according to the probability of a certain value in the 
mapping with the number of values in the domain that give same value for the function. The 
mapping of the function in the image of the function is the distribution of events that have a 
specific probability according to which values are taken in the definition domain of the 
 
1 More details on Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_(mathematics) 
 
2 View the descriptive schema on the wiki mentioned above: input/function/output, the idea using Shannon’s 
information theory is basically the same: input/transmitter/output 
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function and this is indicated mathematically by means of the pairs (x,y) and that is to say on 
y there can be different x in the definition domain such that this changes the probability for 
said value in the  function. 
Given a definition domain to the function F, a finite and discrete set 
𝑋 = {𝑥1𝑥2. . . . . 𝑥𝑛} 
And an image of it by means of another finite and discrete set 
𝑌 = {𝑦1𝑦2. . . . . 𝑦𝑘} 
Therefore 
∀𝑥 ∈  𝑋 , 𝑦 ∈  𝑌  , F(x)=y 1/N(y) = p(y)∧ ≤  1 
Where N(y) is the number of values in X such that F(x)=y, therefore 𝑁(𝑦)−1 is the probability 
of the event y in the image of the function when there is no condition changing the 
probability 3. The pair (x,y) indicates the complete event information of the function when it 
is known exactly which domain element is mapping to  y. When the function is bijective a 
single pair is enough to have the complete information but when the function is not 
bijective, several pairs like these are necessary to have the complete information. 
Given these considerations, Shannon entropy H can be applied to functions, which would 
indicate loss of information or uncertainty of y with respect to x. 
𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝(𝑦𝑖)  ∧  𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑦𝑖 
 
3 To define the concept of information in functions I stick to equiprobability for reasons of simplicity, but 
perhaps it is possible also treat a not uniform probability distribution for the domain values. 
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Thus N(y) > 1 i.e., we have more than one value in the domain of F mapping to y in the 
image, the function is not injective and therefore it is not possible to know for sure which 
was the value in the domain that has given a certain value in the image and supposing the 
probability is equal in all cases4 for simplicity. Therefore, there is an uncertainty about the 
value that the function map to the value in the image and then this function is irreversible 
because of this, there is a loss of information in the function because you cannot be 
established with certainty what was the value in the domain that was mapped to a specific 
value in the image because there are several possible values. 
There are many types of functions with several values in the domain that give the same 
value in the image thus generating uncertainty regarding the information of these values, 
for example functions of trigonometric origin 5 or the logistic function that it’s 6 an inverted 
parabola: 
 
4 Also, it’s possible some distribution of probability does not uniform on these values 
5 𝑎  cos (
2π𝑥
𝑏
) , a=3 and b=4 





             
 
Information in different types of functions7 
 
 There are basically several types of functions that this concept of information is 
relevant and has importance: bijective functions, injective functions and functions that are 
surjective, but not injective or not surjective that they are not injective either. Each type of 
function has its characteristic Shannon entropy of information which indicates loss of 
information and uncertainty for H>0 or conservation of information for H=0. For example, 
the isomorphisms that are so important in mathematics are based on bijective functions 
such that H =0, then they preserve the information between sets of numbers or objects 
since the mapping between the domain set and the image set is accurate, the isomorphisms 
are conservative from the point of view of information.  
If a function is bijective, this means that every value of the domain has one value in the 
image, this is thus denoted for f:X→Y where X is domain Y image: 
 
7 See on wiki the different function types  
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∀ 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈  𝑋 , 𝑓(𝑎) = 𝑓(𝑏)  →  𝑎 = 𝑏 ⋀  ∀ 𝑦 ∈  𝑌 ∃ 𝑥 ∈  𝑋 →   𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑦  ⋀ 𝑝(𝑦) = 1 
Then the Shannon entropy of the information for this case would be H=0 because there is 
no loss of information and the events (x,y) of the function can be determined with certainty. 
In the injective function that is not surjective it has values in the image set that are not 
defined in the domain of the function 
∀ 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈  𝑋 , 𝑓(𝑎) = 𝑓(𝑏)  →  𝑎 = 𝑏 ⋀  ∃ 𝑦 ∈  𝑌 , ∄  𝑥  ∈  𝑋 →   𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑦   
therefore, there are domain values that have no image value, they are undefined by the 
function then 
𝑓(𝑦)−1 = 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑓  ⋀  𝑁(𝑦)  >  1 , 𝑝(𝑦)  =   
1
𝑁(𝑦)
 <  1 →  𝐻 >  0   
That is, it cannot be determined with certainty the value of the domain that gives us an 
undefined in the function because having several values for undefined in the function, let's 
say a subset of the domain, all equally possible or with some probability distribution there is 
an uncertainty about the value undefined in the function and therefore there is a loss of 
information. 
If the function is not injective in general each value in the image can have more than one 
value in the domain of the image and this is expressed as follows: 
∃ 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈  𝑋 , 𝑓(𝑎) = 𝑓(𝑏) =  𝑦 ⋀ 𝑎 ≠ 𝑏 →  𝑝(𝑦) <  1 →  𝐻 >  0  
The event (x,y) is not unique and therefore for a certain y in the image there may be  several  
x in the domain and this is what indicates  H>0, there is loss of  information  regarding the 
values in the image and therefore lack of certainty. 
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An important particular case for recursion is the event (x,undef) , f(x) =undef  i.e. when 
values in the domain are not defined in the  function. It can be a subset in the domain of the 
function that is not defined, if it is the case that N(undef) > 1 and then p(undef) <1 therefore 
the Entropy Shannon H>0. This case is important in recursive processes when it try to avoid 
undefined values that produce failures in the recursion. 8  
Given all these concepts, the entropy of the information in an equation that has several 
solutions would indicate the uncertainty with respect to what would be the possible or 
reasonable solutions of the equation.9 This is usually determined by context conditions of 
the equation, which is supplementary information, this information could cause certain 
solutions to have probability 0 under certain conditions. The value of H>0 determines the 
uncertainty that there is with respect to the solutions and H = 0 that there is a unique 
solution, and it is complete certainty. 
Recursion into mathematics and computing10 and function 
information  
 
 In general, in mathematics and computer science recursion is the call to the same 
function or method within itself.   This form of self-calling is very useful for solving many 
types of problems such as efficiently searching for a node in a tree-type graph, for example, 
or certain calculations such as the factorial of a number. But it is a very expensive method 
from the point of view of resources because you must save the intermediate values to make 
 
8 Many Mathematics proofs using functions make use of recursion failures to cause contradictions, these 
contradictions would basically be the product of the loss of information in the functions. 
9 This interpretation of the information may have significance in the current quantum physics and relativistic 
that tries to give form to the time based on the theory of the information as information lost, see article by 
Prof. Carlo Rovelli , https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-04558-7 




the final calculation when the end condition is met or in the example mentioned return to 
the root of the tree which is the reference point for any search in a tree. The end condition 
is a final case that if it is not well defined the calculation does not stop until the resources 
are exhausted or fail when it stops without result because an intermediate result in a certain 
step is not well defined for the function and that causes an irremediable failure in the 
recursion.  
The power of recursion is in make possible to define an infinite set of objects or values by 
finite means because recursion can define infinite calculations very simply and finitely.   But 
here is the problem when we mess with infinity, if the end condition is not met, the 
calculation never ends and in that case the recursion is not very useful because some result 
is expected in a reasonable finite time. That is why in the recursion it is very important to 
define the end case well and correctly fix the condition of halt and to know certainly that 
this condition will be fulfilled at least with a high probability. 
Also, the recursion can describe an infinite stream of information being able to receive a 
finite part of this current limiting the number of recursive loops that can always be   
controlled or to get constant stream of data, but for this to work, the recursion must lose 
information and only retain what is necessary11. When such current is random each new bit 
of information is more important than when the current is ordered  and this  is in 
accordance with Shannon's theory. For example,12  the recursion of the logistic function 
 
11 A server-type program is a good example, infinite loops and keeps only what is necessary to perform the 
required computations, the old data it saved on databases or file. 
12 The graph of the function logistics for r=4 figure more up for larger r, the parable inverted is steep which 
seems to produce great leaps in the recursion. 
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which is a well-known example of dynamic chaos with bifurcations under certain conditions, 
for values of r>3.5 
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑟. 𝑥𝑛(1 − 𝑥𝑛) 
Each bit that the logistic map function13 lost has more weight than in an ordered current of 
values that can perhaps be compressed. The information in this case would be related to the 
distribution of outputs of the logistic map recursion that for each output there are two 
possible values x and -x that can give this same output value.   
If a recursive function is irreversible  i.e. it loses information according to the 
definitions given above it cannot be known which input/output pairs  are involved in the  
recursive calculation in the chain of steps because results of steps prior to the calculation 
are partially conserved but not all the entries because part of the previous entries are 
forgotten and  if the end condition of the recursion is say (𝑥0, 𝑦0) , the loss of information 
does not allow to know exactly if this condition will ever be met. The terminal case may be 
well defined but each step in the recursive calculation is not known deterministically which 
pairs (x,y) will come out because there are several possibilities in irreversible functions  and 
being an output that should be input of the next  step there is uncertainty  about the   
output condition. If there is a subset of values in the definition domain of the recursive 
function for which there is no solution, it’s undefined, a failure of the recursive process can 
be reached, and this would end without result. Therefore, when the recursive process 
includes an irreversible function that loses information you cannot know the behavior of 
this process with total certainty, these types of functions generate uncertainty. 
 
13  The logistic map function is f(x)=r.x. (1-x) 
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Recursive functions, algorithms, Calculus λ, function information 
 
 Recursion is very important in the mathematical definition of effective automatic 
computation. The effective computation is well defined by Church's calculus λ.  14 Calculus    
λ is a formal logical system based on functions, recursion, and substitution of variables. This 
is considered the minimum programming language because it defines very simple rules for r 
variables substitution and their use in recursive functions. It is well proven that the calculus 
λ is Turing complete i.e., it is equivalent to a Turing machine, but it is closer to software than 
to hardware. Its importance lies in the fact that it can be expressed by means of this whole 
algorithm that can be done in a Turing machine and all this through recursive functions and 
substitution of variables for specific values.  
 On the other hand, if the recursive functions that describe an algorithm are 
irreversible and therefore lose information according to the previous definitions, in general 
the whole process loses information and this would be that part of the information is 
preserved to continue the calculation and part is forgotten, this makes the calculation or 
computation itself irreversible. The information that passes through the different stages of 
the computation would be partial and therefore the total of the information that would be 
involved in the total computation would be much greater than the total result of it. The raw 
information in an algorithm given an input to the program would be greater than the 
information in the  final result. The compute would work like a steam or combustion engine 
in which some of the energy does work and some is dissipated or lost by heat.15 
 
14 More details at the entrance wiki https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lambda_calculus 
 
15 The work of Baez about algorithmic thermodynamics treats this idea basically but from the point of view 
thermodynamics without connection to the information theory 
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 It is well known the fact that you cannot know the behavior of an algorithm based on 
its computational  mathematical  description even if it is very simple as the recursion of the 
logistic function already mentioned above whose behavior is a known example of chaos 
with bifurcations for parameters that make the inverted parabola  very steep and therefore 
small changes in the domain cause major changes in the image that only the deployment  of  
outputs  through calculations shows its true complexity. As well as the amazing fact that a 
non-complex algorithm can also display a great complexity of images, a world of complex 
landscapes such as fractals that possess very simple rules of production or digital worlds 
created with small programs16. The mathematical description of the algorithm or its 
programming code are not convincing enough to show the logical depth of the deployment 
of the outputs of these programs but, they cannot describe the logical depth17 with all its 
complexity, the code is a potential, a macro description, but the deployment at a micro level 
can be complex and nothing trivial. Apparently, there is a difference in information between 
the macro description level and the information at a micro level, the Shannon entropy 
information can describe this difference. 
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